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How we often work (or try to work ;) )



Topic Keywords 2012 % 2012
Software Engineering 13,354 100 %

Requirements 2173 16 %
Design 4618 35 %

Programming 2760 21 %
Testing OR Verification 1349 10 %

Req AND Testing 289 2.2%
Human Factors 90 0.7%

Social OR Sociology 348 2.6%
Psychology 68 0.5%
Personality 29 0.2%

50.1%

Trends



What is Alignment?
Traditional view: Traceability



What is Alignment?
We take a broader view and introduce:

Alignment = “adjustment of RE and ST efforts for 
coordinated functioning & optimized product 

development”

Alignment-as-activity = “act of adjusting/arranging efforts 
involved in RE & ST so they work better together”

Alignment-as-state = “condition of RE & ST efforts  
having established a coordinated functioning”



Previous work - in one page
Involve testers in RE => better Testing [Damian05] 

Rich interaction RE<->Test => higher test 
coverage, manage risks, increased productivity 
[Chisan05] 

Traceability is well researched 

Focus is on technical issues & tools 

Many claimed benefits, but also: volatile artefacts and 
not enough time to update traces [Cleland-Huang03] 

Model-based testing indirectly aligns 

Detailed Req models => automated testing, but costly
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Ok, so what did we do?

Main goals:  
1. understanding challenges in REVV alignment  
2. identify common practices used in industry



Six (6) companies involved



Seven (7) roles involved



30 x 90mins semi-structured interviews



Results - in general

‘[with misaligned requirements] 
there wasn’t a bug, but the 

functionality was implemented in 
such a way that it was hard to do 

what the customer [originally] 
intended”

A1:43



Results - in general

builds customer trust since 
good alignment allows the 
company to ‘look into the 

customer’s eyes and explain 
what have we tested... on 

which requirements’

D2:12



Results - challenges

Aligning goals & perspectives

Cooperating successfully



C1: Aligning goals throughout org

Alignment of 	

goals Enables cooperation

Goals and strategies often 
missing/unclear

Bad synchronization

BUT:

Org units counteract 
each other



C1: Aligning perspectives throughout org

Better communication: 
externally & internally

when there is ‘higher 
expectations on the product 
than we [systems architect] 
scoped into it’ a lot of issues 

and change requests surface in 
the late project phases

E1:20

Systems	

architect

BUT:

Alignment of 	

perspectives on 

problem/solution 
domain



Better communication: 
externally & internally

for higher abstraction levels 
there are no attempts to 

synchronize, for example, the 
testing strategy with the goals 
of dev projects to agree on 
important areas to focus on

A2:105

Test	

engineer

BUT:

Alignment of 	

perspectives on 

problem/solution 
domain

C1: Aligning perspectives throughout org



Close co-op between 
roles and units

Less friction & better 
alignment

C2: Successful Co-op/communication

Prod. manager: ‘an “us and them” validation of product level 
requirements is a big problem’

Company F: lack of early co-op in validating reqs result in late 
discovery of failures to meet reqs. Dev project say: ‘We did not 

approve these requirements, we can’t solve it’

Company B: ‘We have succeeded with mapping requirements to 
tests since our process is more of a discussion’



Results - practices #1



Results - practices #2

Alignment metrics

Job rotation



P9: Measure alignment

Company C: ‘we measure how many requirements are already 
covered with test cases and how many are not’ (through req and test 

management tool)

Company E & F: Also measure req coverage but say there is a lot of 
judgement involved and the metrics are only partial: ‘‘If you have one 

requirement, that requirement may need 16 test cases to be fully 
compliant. But you implement only 14 out of those. And we don't 

have any system to see that these 2 are missing.’



P10: Job Rotation

Company D & F: Suggested as a way to increase contact network 
and experiences and over time create more aligned perspectives in 

the organisation. Key for alignment is individuals and their 
experiences and willingness to communicate and align with others.



Discussion and Analysis

1. Human and organizational side of SW dev is at the core of 
industrial alignment practices

2. Requirements is the frame of reference for alignment; 	

their quality is critical

3. Large variation in size between companies makes a difference for 
both challenges and practices

4. Incentives for investing in alignment varies between domains
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Harmony?



www.re14.org



Alignment of 	

perspectives on 

problem/solution 
domain

Better communication: 
externally & internally

‘if both [Req eng & SW Dev] have 
a common perspective [of 

technical possibilities], then it 
would be easier to understand 
what [requirements] can be set 

and what cannot be set’
F13:29

Software	

developer

C1: Aligning perspectives throughout org


